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PMT (Personal Mobile PMT (Personal Mobile 
Television) Television) 

The Challenges and The RisksThe Challenges and The Risks

David Wood David Wood -- EBUEBU

The European Broadcasting The European Broadcasting 
UnionUnion

•• The collective organisation of EuropeThe collective organisation of Europe’’s 72 s 72 
national broadcasters, from Iceland to the Urals.national broadcasters, from Iceland to the Urals.

•• Programme coProgramme co--production, contracts, network production, contracts, network 
operator (Eurovision and Euroradio), spectrum operator (Eurovision and Euroradio), spectrum 
management software, new technology management software, new technology 
development. development. 

•• We believe in Europe and in helping European We believe in Europe and in helping European 
industryindustry
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Decisions about PMTDecisions about PMT
•• Probably the most complex decision about Probably the most complex decision about 

media systems to be yet made.media systems to be yet made.
•• It seems the It seems the ‘‘naturalnatural’’ extension of our extension of our ‘‘personal personal 

spacespace’’, but there are..., but there are...
•• Complexities of the Complexities of the ‘‘technologiestechnologies’’
•• Complexities of the Complexities of the ‘‘economicseconomics’’
•• Complexities of Complexities of ‘‘user behaviouruser behaviour’’
•• Complexities of Complexities of ‘‘regulationregulation’’
•• ++……

Whether new technology is Whether new technology is 
successful is influenced by: successful is influenced by: 
•• Low score pleaseLow score please
•• Opportunity Costs incurredOpportunity Costs incurred
•• Substitutes availableSubstitutes available

•• High score pleaseHigh score please
•• Technological leadTechnological lead
•• Availability of receivers Availability of receivers 
•• Value to customer of content Value to customer of content 
•• UseUse--ability of receiverability of receiver
•• Relationship of disposable income to cost of receiver.Relationship of disposable income to cost of receiver.
•• Relationship of disposable income to service costsRelationship of disposable income to service costs
•• Complements available Complements available 
•• Fashion/momentumFashion/momentum
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Four main ways to handheld TV.Four main ways to handheld TV.
•• UUnicast (cellular),nicast (cellular), MMulticast (MBMS),ulticast (MBMS), BBroadcast,  roadcast,  

Podcast,Podcast, also OTA download, offalso OTA download, off--line download possible. line download possible. 
Do they fit together?  Which could succeed?Do they fit together?  Which could succeed?

•• US studies suggest that, with only 5% of subscribers US studies suggest that, with only 5% of subscribers 
watching TV, Unicast TV will overload network capacity, watching TV, Unicast TV will overload network capacity, 
and it can only be financially viable with short duration pay and it can only be financially viable with short duration pay 
items.  Is it the same in Europe?items.  Is it the same in Europe?

•• Broadcast mobile TV offers highBroadcast mobile TV offers high--quality, as long as your quality, as long as your 
battery lasts battery lasts -- advertising funding, pay TV, or subscription advertising funding, pay TV, or subscription 
are possible.are possible.

•• But will Podcasting provide a But will Podcasting provide a ‘‘substitutesubstitute’’ for broadcast for broadcast 
mobile TV, with no subscription costs?mobile TV, with no subscription costs?

•• And what is the role of OMA BCAST?And what is the role of OMA BCAST?

The technological complexity for The technological complexity for 
PMTPMT……
•• No common PMT standard for Europe.No common PMT standard for Europe.
•• European Union declares itself in favour of European Union declares itself in favour of 

‘‘technological neutralitytechnological neutrality’’ (Telecom Directive) (Telecom Directive) ––
the EU will not favour any unique standards for the EU will not favour any unique standards for 
Europe any more.Europe any more.

•• All nations/companies have to make their own All nations/companies have to make their own 
choices. choices. 

•• Is this in the interest of the European consumer? Is this in the interest of the European consumer? 
There are different views on this.There are different views on this.
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PMT Technology optionsPMT Technology options
•• DVBDVB--H (Terrestrial only)H (Terrestrial only)
•• DVBDVB--SH (Terrestrial and Satellite)SH (Terrestrial and Satellite)
•• TT--DMBa (Korean, Terrestrial)DMBa (Korean, Terrestrial)
•• TT--DMBb (German/French, Terrestrial)DMBb (German/French, Terrestrial)
•• SS--DMB (Korean, Satellite)DMB (Korean, Satellite)
•• DABDAB--IP (UK)IP (UK)
•• Qualcomm MediaFlo (US proprietary)Qualcomm MediaFlo (US proprietary)
•• OMA BCAST (European)OMA BCAST (European)
•• 3G UMTS3G UMTS
•• ISDB Tn (Japanese)ISDB Tn (Japanese)
•• CMMB (Chinese)CMMB (Chinese)

And you thought it was just And you thought it was just 
PMT?PMT?

DAB

DAB+

DAB-IP

DMB-T 
(Korean Audio)

DMB-T
(AAC Audio)

DVB-T

DVB-H

DVB-SH

OMA-BCAST

MediaFlo

3G-UMTSDVB-T2?

DVB-S2?
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Which audience?Which audience?
Which programmes?Which programmes?

Which period?Which period?
Some of the many insightsSome of the many insights……..

Survey of Mobile broadcasting service (Japan)
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Where is mobile TV Where is mobile TV 
watched (Finland)?watched (Finland)?
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Watching mobile TV 
indoors (work, home) 
is quite popular

But viewers start to 
become accustomed 
to watching TV «on 
the go»

Survey of Mobile broadcasting service (Japan)Survey of Mobile broadcasting service (Japan)
Viewing chance or placeViewing chance or place
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Survey of Mobile broadcasting service (Japan)
Favourite Genre
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The decisions..The decisions..

•• Which content?Which content?
•• Which infrastructure arrangement? Which infrastructure arrangement? 
•• Whether to start?Whether to start?
•• When to start? When to start? 
•• Which technical system to start with?Which technical system to start with?
•• ……??
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The regulation environmentThe regulation environment

Towards the Towards the ‘‘wild westwild west’’??

European
Mobile
Broadcasting
Council
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EMBC conclusionsEMBC conclusions……

•• No new legislation for (hybrid) handheld services No new legislation for (hybrid) handheld services 
pleaseplease

•• No common technical system likely for EuropeNo common technical system likely for Europe
•• Unlikely to have harmonised spectrum in Europe Unlikely to have harmonised spectrum in Europe 

for mobile broadcastingfor mobile broadcasting
•• ‘‘Technological NeutralityTechnological Neutrality’’
•• ‘‘InteroperabilityInteroperability’’

The Infrastructure optionsThe Infrastructure options
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Mobile TV Business Models

Broad
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Mobile 
Operators
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led approach
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Mobile Operator led approachMobile Operator led approach
Mobile operator responsible for all aspects 
of the chain including content aggregation

Broadcast network operators provide the 
DVB-H transport capacity

Integrated service proposal for viewers
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Broadcasters manage end relationship 
with viewers

Broadcaster receives payment for 
services (pay services, licence fee, 
advertisement)

Separate billing procedure for phone 
services

ADVERTISER

BROADCAST
NETWORK
OPERATOR

END
USER

CONTENT
CREATOR

MOBILE
NETWORK
OPERATOR

BROADCASTER

Broadcast led approachBroadcast led approach
Independent Model2

Source DigiTAG

Independent service provider acts as 
wholesale facilitator for content 
aggregation and use of spectrum

Flexible approach, Mobile Operator can 
manage end relationship with viewers

Integrated service proposal for viewers

Neutral DVBNeutral DVB--H WholesalerH Wholesaler

END
USER
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AGGREGAT.
PACKAGER

CONTENT
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MOBILE
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Who will manage the value Who will manage the value 
chain?chain?
•• BroadcasterBroadcaster--led with mobile telecom operator?led with mobile telecom operator?
•• Mobile telecom operatorMobile telecom operator--led with broadcaster?led with broadcaster?
•• Independent DVBIndependent DVB--H service provider?H service provider?
•• Mobile telecom operatorMobile telecom operator--led? led? 
•• National administrations need to decide on National administrations need to decide on 

legal frameworkslegal frameworks..

Some thoughts about Some thoughts about 
content for mobilescontent for mobiles
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Why do we Why do we ‘‘consumeconsume’’ mediamedia
•• To help establish our own To help establish our own identityidentity..
•• To be able to To be able to share an experienceshare an experience with with 

others.others.
•• For For diversiondiversion..
•• For For informationinformation we need.we need.
•• Young people like Young people like multimulti--tasking tasking and and risk risk 

takingtaking
•• Mobile television (like all television) has to Mobile television (like all television) has to 

offer these.offer these.

New Age contentNew Age content
•• The Podcasting audience loves short duration, off the The Podcasting audience loves short duration, off the 

wall, content.  This is the new age wall, content.  This is the new age ‘‘pop videopop video’’.   .   
•• The The ‘‘Web 2.0Web 2.0’’ user loves user loves ‘‘User Produced ContentUser Produced Content’’

(UPC).   (UPC).   
•• The The ‘‘Web 2.0 user loves Web 2.0 user loves ‘‘Synthetic WorldsSynthetic Worlds’’..
•• The Web 2.0 user loves The Web 2.0 user loves ‘‘Social NetworksSocial Networks’’
•• ‘‘RealityReality’’ shows are strangely compelling.  shows are strangely compelling.  
•• We need to develop a mobile TV world that draws on We need to develop a mobile TV world that draws on 

these elements.these elements.
•• We need to invent a new age mobile TV content We need to invent a new age mobile TV content 

worldworld. . 
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Most Wanted: Most Wanted: 
frequency channelsfrequency channels

•• National administrations need National administrations need 
to decide how to use the new to decide how to use the new 
frequency plan for Bands III, frequency plan for Bands III, 
IV, and V after analogue IV, and V after analogue 
television broadcast channels television broadcast channels 
are switched off.are switched off.

•• There are many factors to There are many factors to 
consider, and several potential consider, and several potential 
candidates for the spectrum.  candidates for the spectrum.  

•• LL--band?band?
•• SS--band?band?
•• UMTS bands? UMTS bands? 

PMT will succeed ifPMT will succeed if……
•• Frequency channels are availableFrequency channels are available
•• The content available is attractiveThe content available is attractive
•• The receivers are availableThe receivers are available
•• They are easy to useThey are easy to use
•• The receivers and subscriptions are The receivers and subscriptions are 

affordableaffordable
•• ……but the most critical are probably: but the most critical are probably: 

frequency channels, frequency channels, frequency channels, frequency channels, 
and frequency channels.and frequency channels.
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David WoodDavid Wood
Wood@ebu.chWood@ebu.ch

Skype name: davidinnovSkype name: davidinnov

DVBDVB--SH (Satellite to SH (Satellite to 
handhelds)handhelds)
•• Recently developed by Recently developed by 

DVB ProjectDVB Project
•• Intended for S band, Intended for S band, 

2170 2170 –– 2200 MHz band2200 MHz band
•• OFDM/TDM, time slicing, OFDM/TDM, time slicing, 

IP datacastIP datacast
•• Mix of satellite and Mix of satellite and 

terrestrial (always OFDM)terrestrial (always OFDM)
•• 1.7MHz channels.1.7MHz channels.
•• Services 2009?Services 2009?
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DVBDVB--HH

How it worksHow it works

A mobile TV system needs to..A mobile TV system needs to..
•• Work well in Work well in poor reception conditionspoor reception conditions much much 

worse than those we find for normal television.  worse than those we find for normal television.  
•• Work for a long time with a Work for a long time with a small batterysmall battery
•• Move from transmitter to transmitter Move from transmitter to transmitter --

‘‘handoverhandover’’ -- without the viewer noticing.without the viewer noticing.
•• Be able to carry Be able to carry any contentany content to any user.to any user.
•• Work with the mobile telephone system when Work with the mobile telephone system when 

needed (the needed (the ‘‘return pathreturn path’’) to request ) to request 
programmes, pay subscriptions, etc. programmes, pay subscriptions, etc. 
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Solving the battery problemSolving the battery problem
•• In the DVBIn the DVB--T signal there is a constant stream T signal there is a constant stream 

being broadcast for each service.  being broadcast for each service.  
•• In the DVBIn the DVB--H services, the programmes are H services, the programmes are 

‘‘time compressedtime compressed’’.  For example, five seconds is .  For example, five seconds is 
time compressed to 0.2 seconds.  time compressed to 0.2 seconds.  

•• This means that the receiver can go to sleep for This means that the receiver can go to sleep for 
4.8 seconds. This saves 90% of the battery 4.8 seconds. This saves 90% of the battery 
power he would have used.power he would have used.

1 second

TV program 1

TV program 2

TV program 3

time

3,3
Mbit/s

3,2
Mbit/s

Data rate
in a DVB-T
channel

DVB-H service 1 DVB-H service 8 2 MbitTime slicing
is the power
saving mecha-
nism in DVB-H

Example used: DVB-H as a
“25% payload” in a German
DVB-T channel
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Adding the return channelAdding the return channel
•• DVBDVB--H itself is only a H itself is only a ‘‘downlinkdownlink’’
•• Need a return channelNeed a return channel
•• Use mobile telephone services like UMTSUse mobile telephone services like UMTS
•• Mobile operator handles requestsMobile operator handles requests
•• Broadcast and mobile need a Broadcast and mobile need a ‘‘cooperation cooperation 

platformplatform’’ and this has been defined and this has been defined 
through the through the IP DatacastIP Datacast specificationspecification

IP Datacast brings it all togetherIP Datacast brings it all together
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Creation 

Architecture of the IP Datacast System

The set of The set of IP Datacast (Phase 1)IP Datacast (Phase 1) specifications specifications 
consists of the following:consists of the following:

•• Set of Specifications for Phase 1Set of Specifications for Phase 1
•• Use CasesUse Cases and Services and Services 
•• ArchitectureArchitecture
•• PSI/SIPSI/SI
•• Content Delivery Protocols (CDP)Content Delivery Protocols (CDP)
•• Electronic Service Guide (Electronic Service Guide (ESGESG))
•• Service Purchase and ProtectionService Purchase and Protection””

((SPPSPP) ) 

And in addition, audio and video coding formats are
described in the DVB guidelines document TS 102 005
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The Electronic Service Guide (ESG)The Electronic Service Guide (ESG)

•• TheThe ESG ESG gives angives an overviewoverview of of thethe offeroffer.. TheThe time time 
requiredrequired to to switchswitch betweenbetween servicesservices isis typicallytypically 1 1 
secondsecond..

•• TheThe ESG ESG supportssupports information about theinformation about the contentcontent andand of of 
thethe operatoroperator etc.etc. Video, Video, audioaudio, , teletext,teletext, and and manymany otherother
formsforms of of contentcontent cancan bebe integratedintegrated. . InteractiveInteractive linkslinks areare
possiblepossible. . 

•• One multiplex One multiplex cancan carry carry severalseveral ESGsESGs. . CustomersCustomers of of 
variousvarious operatorsoperators sharingsharing oneone multiplex multiplex thereforetherefore cancan bebe
offeredoffered contentcontent specificspecific to to eacheach operatoroperator and and contentcontent
offeredoffered byby moremore thanthan oneone operatoroperator. . 


